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Abstract 
In our country, 2D drawings are still the predominating form of engineering 
documentation, so we explored the feasibility of using 2D parametric drafting system 
to create 3D product model capable of supporting the CAD/CAPP/CAM integration. 
We have built a feature library to create a parametric feature- based part model, 
translate a parameterized form feature description file to STEP protocol CAPP 
module , generate operation card and NC code. 
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1 MOTIVATION 

Contemporary CAD/CAM systems emphasize the role of solid modeler in building up 
an integrated product information model. Design objects are being constructed in 3D 
mode, while 2D drawings are generated from the 3D model with bidirectional 
associativity. But in many countries such as China, 2D drawings are still the 
predominating form of engineering documentation. Most factories fulfil the 
customer's order by putting together some old drawings with minor modifications. 
Professor Zhang has put forward a new idea of making 3D conceptual design by 2D 
parametric drafting system based on super- 2D modeling techniques. [I J1n a super-
2D modle the geometric elements in different viewports are associated with each 
other. The system maintains a global coordinate system with server a! viewport 
coordinate systems derived from it. Super-2D data in different viewports are related 
each other by the projection rules. Through transformation matrices, a design 
parameter in one viewport can control not only the geometric elements in that 
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viewport, but also those related geometric elements in other viewports as well. 
Similar association are set between geometric elements and super-2D dimensions. In 
such a way, the new system is able to understand and figure out the non -existing 
3D modle from the 2D modle as long as the modle obeys the projection rules of 
descriptive geometry and engineering drowing standards. For those usres who do not 
need the 3D modeling capability, such a 2D approach to realize parametric 
conceptual design is much easier and less expensive than the 3D approach. 

In our case, we are undertaking a project of developing a feature-based CAD/ 
CAPP /CAM integrated system for parts running on the FMS production line at 
Chang Chun FMS Experimental Center. Two machining centers installed on the 

production line are of the 2 t D category, this fact predetermines that the overall 

shape of most parts to be machined on the line is 2 ~ D. Stimulated by such kind of 

production requirements, we explored the feasibility of using 2D parametric drafting 
system to create 3D product modle capable of supporting the CAD/ CAPP /CAM 
integration. The main difference with Professor Zhang' s idea is that we implement 
the system on the platform of a conventional parametric drafting package and the 
association among different views of a part is built up interactively from the 
definition of form features. The drafting package does not understand the functional 
meaning of stored geometric entities, functionality and manipulation rules of form 
features are implemented in the design-with-feature module. 

2 UNDERLYING PLATFORM OF DRAFfiNG PACKAGE 

We use a self- developed parametric drafting system called VCAD to support the 
exploration. VCAD makes use of construction lines to drive the whole geometry. 
There are four types of construction lines : horizontal , vertical , inclined lines and 
circle which are defined by a reference datum and a real number , representing the 
ordinate, abscissa, inclination angle and radius respectively. Geometry and 
dimensioning of designed parts are built up on the basis of construction lines. Since 
construction lines extend over the full screen as shown in Fig. 1 , they can be used to 
correlate different views. All construction lines are positioned relative to the part 
coordinate system. When some dimenson values are being changed , related 
construction lines change their position and modify the part geometry. A complete 
part drawing by its nature contains all the information necessary for its production 
such as material specification , surface finish, shape and location tolerances etc. , for 
integrating the CAD/ CAPP /CAM activities the key point lies in reorganizing the 
presentation of part design data in such a way that they can be accessed and processed 
by an automated CAPP /CAM system. Here the design - with - feature module 
implemented on the top of conventional parametric drafting package is used to reach 
this goal. 
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Figure 1 The underlying principle of variational drafing. 

3. CASE STUDY OF TYPICAL PART 

Fig. 2 shows an oil passage plate- a typical part of moderate complexity being 
produced on the FMS line. Its constituent form features are quite clear, there is no 
difficulty to list all of them: contoured plate, holes, slots, threads etc. Contour of 
the plate should be defined by the users, while the other form features may be 
retrieved directly from the built-in library. Before entering into the FMS line, the 
workpiece has been finishing - machined to the required thickness with two 
diagonally spaced outermost holes having been precisely worked out for locating and 
fixing on the machining center. Operations planned to be finished on the line are 
drilling , threading , milling slots and at last milling the peripheral contour of plate. 
Two setups are needed: upright and bottom up. 

In general, solving setup generation and feature sequencing is a crucial step in 
process planning. [zJ We take a simplified approach to generate setups interactively 
during the drafting stage. In the case of oil passage plate , all the form features 
located on the toop face of part will be naturally machined in one setup, while the 
features located on the bottom face will be machined in another setup. In 3D modle, 
the surface to which a feature is attached is called an attachment surfaces or joint
face, [aJits normal usually represents the tool approach direction to access the feature. 
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Figure 2 Oil passage plate-a typical part running on FMS line. 

So from the point of view of machining , such surfaces may be called operating 

faces, see Fig. 3. Generating a setup means to choose the appropriate supporting 

face , operating faces and the nomenclature of features to be machined at that 

position. In a 2D modle , especially in a conventional parametric drafting system, all 

the faces are shown as lines, no semantics are involved in the geometric data. The 

correlation of groups of features to be machined in a setuup with their operating faces 

can be established only interactively during the part layout period. Return back to the 

oil passage plate, Fig. 2 shows its top view, all visible features in that view are 

machined in a setup, so when these features are being constructed one after another 

using VCAD package, they are linked together and pointed to the common operating 

face-top face. In the data file top face is a symbolic name, it is in fact the synonym 

of top view. Once a setup is generated, CAPP module make the detailed process 
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planning for machining these features , i. e. choosing cutting tools, determining 
nwnber of paths , sequencing the machining order , working out the operation card 
etc. 

operating face supporting face 

+ 

Figure 3 Operating and supporting faces in a setup. 
(The figure is taken from [ 4]) 

4. SYSTEM ORGANIZATION 

Fig. 4 shows the overall structure of our experimental system. 

Feature Ubrary 

Parametric Feature-based Part Model 
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'--------' 
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Card 

Fig. 4 System organization of experimental software. 

Feature library contains comprehensive information about commonly used form 
features: name, internal code, classification category, geometic parameters, graphic 
representation, joint face, origin and orientation of local coordinate system, location 
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datum, location dimensions , shape and location tolerances , suface finish etc. The 
description of features is 3D, so it is possible in principle to generate the 3D 
wireframe modle of the part as well as ite shaded picture by itself. [sJ 

Part description file contains administrative information, material specification, 
heat treatment requirements etc. Features are grouped together under the common 
heading of operating faces and setup number. Since setups are generated interactively 
during the part layout stage , we use internal codes to represent the supporting face , 
locating datum. fixturing method and operating faces for eash satup. 

5 CONCLUSION 

To our understanding, in the specific conditions in China 2D approach of realizing 
feature-based CAD/CAPP/CAM integration is the easiest way of creating a STEP 
compliant product information modle. The technology is rather simple, human 
intelligence is relied on to solve the most difficult problems such as creating the 
parametric feature - based part model , generating setups, and let the computer 
software fulfil trivial and tedious jobs such as formatting the operation card, printing 
etc. In the case of Chang Chun FMS Experimental Center, an alternative solution is 
using a 3D solid modeler such as SDRC/1-DEAS as the integration tool. In such a 
case , people has to create in the first place a 3D model of the part from existing 
drawinge, recognize and extract invovled form features in certain way, regenerate 
the 2D drawings through orthographic projections and partial cuts of the 3D model 
for the purposes of documentation , and finally prepare the STEP physical file of 
feature- based application protocol for input into the CAPP module. Since I-DEAS 
stores faceted model of the part, it is very difficult to find the original definition of 
curved surfaces. We belive that in certain enviroments 2D drawing are still 
valuable, they are able to offer some effficient shortcuts to solve real problems in 
factories. 
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